Appendix B

Overlay tree #14, 15, 16 from Part A to match Part A & Part B

Part B
I. SET TREE PLUMB PRIOR TO STAKING.

2. SET CR0N OF ROOTS ALL AS OVER FINISHED GRADE SO ROOT FLARES 5 EXPOSED.

3. DO NOT STAKE TREES UNLESS DIRECTED AND AUTHORIZED BY THE DIRECTOR OF PARKS AND RECREATION.

4. THIS DETAIL ILLUSTRATES THE MINIMUM STAKING OR GUARDING (STEN' 1, IF REQUIRED) THE DIRECTOR OF PARKS AND RECREATION PROVIDES ADDITIONAL STAKES OR GUARDS IF REQUIRED DUE TO FIELD CONDITIONS OR SIZE OF TREE.

DO NOT ALLOW MULCH TO TOUCH PLANTING MIXTURE OR FINISHED GRADE OR PLANTING MIX.

TRANSITION ZONE

ROUGHEN SIDES OF PIT SUPPORT POSTS (DRIVE AT ANGLE AND BRAY VERTICAL)

Within 10' of a pedestrian way

 AND EVERGREEN TREES 9'6" IN HEIGHT
DECIDUOUS TREES 6 TO 11'7" OR
MINIMUM OF THREE POSTS AT 12" FOR
WIDTH AT EACH POST

2 STRANDS IS A MIEDAL BAILY

NOTES:

2 STRANDS IS A MIEDAL BAILY

4 STRANDS IS A MIEDAL BAILY

DIAMETER OF PIT IS 2 TIMES DIAMETER OF ROOT BALL

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 1 MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 2" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 3" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 4" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 5" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 6" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 7" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 8" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 9" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 10" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 11" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 12" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 13" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 14" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 15" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 16" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 17" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 18" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 19" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 20" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 21" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 22" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 23" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 24" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 25" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 26" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 27" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 28" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 29" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 30" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 31" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 32" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 33" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 34" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 35" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 36" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 37" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 38" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 39" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 40" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 41" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 42" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 43" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 44" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 45" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 46" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 47" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 48" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 49" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 50" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 51" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 52" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 53" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 54" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 55" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 56" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 57" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 58" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 59" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 60" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 61" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 62" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 63" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 64" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 65" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 66" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 67" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 68" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 69" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 70" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 71" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 72" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 73" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 74" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 75" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 76" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 77" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 78" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 79" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 80" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 81" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 82" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 83" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 84" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 85" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 86" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 87" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 88" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 89" MIN

DIAMETER OF PLANTING SUBGRADE IS 90" MIN